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Calculation of Posterior Bounds
Given Convex Sets of Prior Probability
Measures and Likelihood Functions
Abstract

This article presents alternatives and improve
ments to Lavine's algorithm, currently the most
popular method for calculation of posterior ex
pectation bounds induced by sets of probability
measures. First, methods from probabilistic logic
and Walley's and White-Snow's algorithms are
reviewed and compared to Lavine's algorithm.
Second, the calculation of posterior bounds is
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reduced to a fractional programming problem
From the unifying perspective of fractional pro:
gramming, Lavine's algorithm is derived from
Dinkelbach's algorithm, and the White-Snow
algorithm is shown to be similar to the Charnes
Cooper transformation. From this analysis, a
novel algorithm for expectation bounds is de
rived. This algorithm provides a complete solution
for the calculation of expectation bounds from
priors and likelihood functions specified as con
vex sets of measures. This novel algorithm is then
extended to handle the situation where several in
dependent· identically distributed measurements
are available. Examples are analyzed through a
software package that performs robust inferences
and that is publicly available.
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FIGURE 4.5 Sample descripti,·e abstract from the /011m11/ of Co111p111iltio11nl nnd Cmphical 5totistics (Cozm,rn l 999).
the sanw way as the previewing strategy thi1t Swales found to be common in in-
troductions to non-IMRAD articles [f'igurc 4.3].)
The indicative abstmct is less appropriate for reports of experimental n•
scarch, for this approach provides little information about the studv itself or its
results and is therefore less useful to readers (Olsen and Huckin 1983). For exam
ple, compare the following hypothetical indicative abstract with the informative
abstract that accompanies Crc1ham et al.'s (1992) paper in the Allllllfs of lntema!
Medicine, contained in Chapter 9 (page 247):
The purpose of this r,•p,,rt is to determine the effect of tm1ting /-/clicol•oclcr pylori infoc
tilHl on the rt:'curreni._:e of gc1stric cind dundencil ulcer disec1se. Re:,ull"s of c1 cliniGd study
of n.,cent ulcer patients under t\v(i treatment� c11-c reported.
Though this hypotheticill abstract docs provide a general outline of
Crah1m's study, it withholds critical information that the clinicc1l audience of
this journal \\"ould be intt•rcsted in, namely the types of treatnwnt t,•sted and
the outcomes of the tests. Cin'n the type of research being reported, the
extended informative abstract that this journal requires is much better suited t<>
its readers' needs.

Read the abstracts for the 1x11x'rs by But·kholder pt al. (2005) in Chapter 10 (pages
307-312) ,md De Boer et c1I. (2001) in Chaptt•r 11 (pag,•s 326-329). Identify e<1ch ,ls
,rn informatil"t' or ,rn indicative ,1bstract. ldentifl the m,1jor rnm·t•s in th� ,1bstract
and corresponding \'erb tense shifts.

Write a 100- to 150-word informative abstract for the research report by Chambers
et al. (2007'.), reprinted on page 381.
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CHAPTER 9 WRITING LABORATORY AND OTHER RESEARCH REPORTS

The original titles are too vague to be compelling. Why go out of your way to
give potentially interested readers an excuse to ignore your paper? Of more
immediate concern in writing up laboratory reports rather than journal articles
is this suggestion: Why not use a title that demonstrates to your instructor that
you have understood the point of the exercise? Win your reader's confidence
right at the start of your report. (By the way, the title should appear on a separate
page, along with your name and the date on which your report is submitted.)

WRITING AN ABSTRACT
The Abstract, if requested by your instructor, is placed at the beginning of your
report, immediately following the title page. Yet it should be the last thing that
you write, other than the title, because it must completely summarize the en
tire report: why the experiment was undertaken, what problem was addressed,
how the problem was approached, what major results were found, and what
major conclusions were drawn. And it should do all this in a single paragraph.
Despite its unimpressive length, a successful abstract is notoriously dif
ficult to write. In compact form, your abstract must present a complete and
accurate summary of your work, and that summary must be fully self-con
tained-that is, it must make perfect sense to someone who has not read any
other part of your report, as in the following example:
Because some wavelengths of light are known to be more effective in
promoting photosynthesis than others, this study was undertaken to
determine the wavelengths of light that are most effective for the aquatic
plant Elodea canadensis. Rates of photosynthesis were determined at
25°C, using wavelengths of 400, 450, 500, 550, 600, 650, and 700 nm
and measuring the rate of oxygen production for 1-h periods at each
wavelength. Oxygen production was estimated from the rate of bubble
production by the submerged plant. We tested 4 plants at each wave
length. The rate of oxygen production at 450 nm (approximately 2.5 ml
O2/mg wet wei ght ofplant/h) was nearly l.5·greater than that at any other
wavelength tested, suggesting that light of this wavelength (blue) is most
readily abs orbed by the chlorophyll pigments. In contrast, light of550 nm
(green) produced no detectable photosynthesis, suggesting that light of
this wavelength is reflected rather than absorbed by the chlorophyll.
Note also that the sample Abstract is informative. The author does not sim
ply say that "Oxygen consumption varied with wavelength. These results are
discussed in terms of the wavelengths that chlorophyll absorbs and reflects:'
Rather, the author provides a specific summary of the results and what they
mean. Be sure that your Abstract is equally informative. Clearly) this section
of your report will be easier to write if you save it for last.
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